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The right to a fair trial demands that those who are charged with a crime, and who cannot afford a lawyer, be provided with access to legal aid. But the mere presence of a lawyer in court is not enough to satisfy this requirement. A growing body of international norms requires that the indigent accused be provided with access to quality legal aid – well-trained, skilled, and experienced legal aid providers who follow best practices and thereby contribute to just outcomes.

This report is intended to contribute to an international consensus around best practices in defining and measuring quality in criminal legal aid services. It has three key points:

1. **Quality matters.** Quality is a key component of the right to legal aid and the human right to a fair trial. The right to legal representation for the criminally accused means little or nothing if it is not the right to quality legal representation.

2. **We can define quality legal representation.** We can clearly define quality legal representation with reference to a set of consensus international norms that, together, tell us what legal aid providers need to do in order to ensure fairness and maximize justice and liberty for their clients. Those norms can and should be distilled down into a set of consensus performance standards for criminal legal aid providers.

3. **We can measure quality legal representation.** Measurement is critical to evaluation – the systematic determination of the quality of criminal legal aid services. Legal aid providers need measurement and evaluation to know whether they are living up to their obligation to provide quality legal aid for their clients.

**Part I** of the report shows how quality matters, reviewing case studies of legal aid evaluations to show that quality legal representation has been shown to make a real difference in both the fairness of the criminal justice process and the outcomes experienced by vulnerable people in the justice system.

For instance:

- Legal aid providers who meet with their clients early and often can increase both client satisfaction with their representation and trust in the fairness of the justice system.

- Legal aid providers who advocate for their client’s release at detention hearings can increase pretrial liberty for their clients.
• Legal aid providers who prepare their defenses thoroughly and investigate their cases carefully can reduce conviction rates and lengths of sentences.

These examples, and a review of international norms around the right to legal assistance for the criminally accused, show that criminal legal aid is about both process and outcomes. In other words: legal aid is high-quality when legal aid provider activities track best practices in legal representation and contribute to just results. In order to promote the high-quality legal aid to which clients are entitled, the criminal legal aid community must dedicate itself to quality assurance – which means first defining quality with specificity, and then developing methods of measuring and evaluating the process and outcomes of legal aid services.

**Part II** makes the case for defining quality clearly by detailing the types of legal aid services that are considered best practices, and the essential components of quality legal aid.

The international community has already come a long way towards developing a consensus understanding of the norms that mandate fairness for accused people in criminal proceedings. Those norms guarantee essential rights for the criminally accused, like the right to freedom from unnecessary or arbitrary pretrial detention; the right to investigate independently the prosecution’s charges and to explore a defense case; the right to confront and cross-examine prosecution witnesses and evidence; and the right to appeal.

Those rights, in turn, give shape to legal aid providers’ duties or obligations – the legal aid services that they must perform in order to render quality representation. Those activities can be articulated in performance standards – written guidelines that define with specificity the activities that criminal legal aid providers must or should perform in order to fulfill their duties to their clients. The global community of criminal legal aid providers should work together to define a consensus set of model performance standards that can be adapted by jurisdictions around the world. While an exhaustive set of standards is beyond the scale of the report, Part II proposes ten core practice principles that encapsulate the core obligations of criminal legal aid providers – that is, the building blocks of quality criminal legal aid processes:

1. **Provide Early Representation.** A legal aid provider should endeavor to meet with the client at or near the time of arrest or initial detention, and before any interrogation; and should interview clients within 24 hours of appointment or assignment to their case.

2. **Provide Client-Centered Advocacy.** A legal aid provider should counsel the client thoroughly and empower the client to make all of the important decisions in the case.

3. **Advocate for Pretrial Liberty.** A legal aid provider should advocate for the client’s release from pretrial custody at the earliest possible opportunity and throughout the case, as appropriate.

4. **Engage in Independent Fact Investigation.** A legal aid provider should conduct an independent fact investigation, including visiting the scene of the alleged offense and interviewing all potential witnesses in the case.

5. **Engage in Diligent Preparation.** A legal aid provider should develop coherent, creative,
and comprehensive case plans and strategies, and prepare carefully and thoroughly for every court hearing.

6. **Engage Expert Assistance.** A legal aid provider should consider engaging expert consultants and witnesses wherever appropriate.

7. **Engage in Pretrial Litigation.** A provider should timely file and argue all pretrial pleadings that may be advantageous for the client, applying the substantive and procedural law with skill and expertise.

8. **Defend the Client at Trial.** A legal aid provider should present clear, focused, forceful arguments that deploy both law and facts effectively in support of a compelling trial theory, and conduct skilled witness examinations.

9. **Engage in Sentence Mitigation.** A legal aid provider should argue for the least restrictive result at sentencing, presenting the court with creative alternatives to imprisonment wherever appropriate.

10. **File Appeals.** A legal aid provider should preserve a complete record for appeal and timely file appellate briefs that apply the law skillfully to raise every reasonable claim on the client’s behalf.

Finally, **Part III** discusses measurement and evaluation of legal aid, explaining ways in which legal aid advocates can use this information to secure resources, reform systems, and continuously improve the quality of services to clients. Part III explores the three kinds of evaluations – process, impact, and cost-benefit – that providers can use to inquire into the quality and value of criminal legal aid services, and gives examples of how some legal aid providers around the world have used evaluation. In structuring their evaluations, legal aid providers and administrators should select quality metrics that are:

- **Instrumental** – The selection of metrics should be driven by the evaluation needs;
- **Feasible** – The metrics should be relatively easy to collect;
- **Profound** – The metric should say something important about the subject of the evaluation; and
- **Intuitive** – It should be easy for a layperson to understand the relationship between the metric and the subject of the evaluation.

The report concludes with an illustration of an evaluation model for a criminal legal aid provider, demonstrating how the legal aid provider can move from 1) defining quality legal assistance through articulating clear practice principles to 2) selecting outcome and output metrics that will help the legal aid provider to measure the quality of its legal aid services.
Legal aid services are the specific tasks that legal aid providers perform in the course of representing their clients. Examples include interviewing and advising the client, writing motions or applications to the court, investigating the case, and defending the client at trial. Legal aid services can be counted – that is, quantified – and can also be evaluated qualitatively. In theory, if the right legal aid services are provided in the right way, the legal representation will be more likely to result in the desired outcomes.\(^1\)

Evaluation is the systematic inquiry into the quality and/or value of criminal legal aid services in light of defined criteria.

Legal aid provider is the person—a lawyer, paralegal, law student or other professional—who directly provides legal aid services to people accused of criminal offenses.

Legal aid service provider is an organization or agency that employs or contracts with legal aid providers to provide legal aid services.

Outcomes are the changes in the real world that can result from the proper provision of legal aid services. Outcomes are not driven entirely by legal aid provider activities, but also respond to any number of external factors. For the purposes of this report, outcomes can be divided into two categories. Case outcomes occur at the case level and are measurable using objective and externally-verifiable data. Examples can include pretrial release, dismissals, convictions, and length of any sentence. Perceptual outcomes are measurable in terms of the changes in perception by clients and others. Examples can include client satisfaction with the representation, client agreement that the trial and outcome was fair, and increased community trust in the justice system. Perceptual outcomes and case outcomes can be related. For instance: A client who perceives that she was treated fairly and who therefore views the court as legitimate may be more likely to follow the judge’s probation orders and less likely to violate probation.\(^2\) Other kinds of outcomes may be significant for criminal legal aid providers—for instance, life outcomes like obtaining a job or recidivism—but are beyond the scope of this report.

Outputs are the direct, quantifiable products of legal aid services. For example: If the legal aid service is “writing motions,” the output will be the written motion itself.

Performance Standards are written guidelines that define with specificity the activities that legal aid providers must or should perform in order to fulfill their duties to their clients.

Quality is a characteristic of legal aid services that describes the extent to which legal aid providers perform the intended legal aid services and increase the likelihood of achieving the intended results. There are two ways of measuring quality: In terms of process—providing the right legal aid services—and in terms of outcomes—obtaining the right results. Legal aid quality is not binary but instead exists on a spectrum, where higher-quality representation more frequently involves performing the intended activities and/or producing the intended outcomes.

Quality Assurance is the process of ensuring that legal aid services meet quality expectations.
• Accused persons have a right to legal representation, and the right to legal representation means the right to quality representation. Higher quality representation has been shown to make a real difference in both the fairness of the criminal justice process and the outcomes experienced by vulnerable people in the justice system.

• Quality in criminal legal aid has two parts, process and outcomes. Criminal legal aid is high-quality to the extent that it provides the intended services through application of best practices in legal representation (process) and increases the likelihood of producing the intended results (outcomes). Outcomes affected by quality representation can include increased pre-trial and post-conviction liberty and increased client satisfaction.

• In order to promote the quality legal aid representation to which clients are entitled, the criminal legal aid community must dedicate itself to quality assurance – which means first defining quality with specificity, and then developing methods of measuring and evaluating the processes and outcomes of legal aid services.
What are some of the things that make up high-quality representation? We interview clients at police stations. We get out in the street to investigate cases. We put together social files to argue for pretrial release. That helps to make the system fair for everyone. Our advocacy is changing the way that the judicial police and the public prosecutor act. The prosecutor just told me that he reads our pleadings to learn what the law is!

Hanane Fatahallah
Lawyer, International Legal Foundation – Tunisia

The Right to Legal Aid Means Quality Legal Aid

The right to free legal aid for every criminal defendant who is unable to afford a lawyer is a widely-accepted principle of law and an essential component of the right to a fair trial. The United Nations Principles and Guidelines on Access to Legal Aid in Criminal Justice Systems call on States to “ensure that anyone who is detained, arrested, suspected of, or charged with a criminal offence punishable by a term of imprisonment or the death penalty is entitled to legal aid at all stages of the criminal justice process.” Consistent with the UN Principles and Guidelines and with article 14 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, most States guarantee the right to free legal representation for poor and vulnerable persons accused of crimes.

But the rights to legal aid and to a fair trial depend on more than just “the mere presence of the applicant’s lawyer in the hearing room.” A growing body of international norms teaches that fairness for accused people requires quality legal aid representation – well-trained, skilled, and experienced providers who follow best practices and contribute to just outcomes.

Research that has been conducted on legal aid increasingly shows that quality matters. Legal aid providers who care about quality – performing all of the activities necessary to protect their clients’ rights – are more likely to achieve just results, including increased pretrial release; increased client satisfaction; and increased community-wide trust in the justice system. Of course, performing a given activity does not guarantee a given outcome. Many factors beyond a legal aid provider’s control – like the strength of the prosecution’s case, the underlying law, and the predispositions of the trier of fact – have an important impact on outcomes. But, over the run of many cases, quality representation does make a real and measurable difference:

- Legal aid providers who meet with their clients early and often increase client satisfaction and trust in the fairness of the justice system. Case outcomes – like not-guilty verdicts and avoiding imprisonment – are critically important to clients, but they are not the only kinds of outcomes that matter. Also important are perceptual outcomes – the ways in which perceptions change as a result of legal aid advocacy. These
perceptual outcomes can include client perceptions of fairness in the justice system; the clients’ sense of self-actualization from being empowered to make the important decisions; and community trust in the integrity of the justice system. And research indicates that some perceptual outcomes are influenced by client communication – an activity that, if carried out early, often, and in confidence, is a hallmark of quality advocacy. When a number of United States jurisdictions participated in a pilot project that increased staffing levels and emphasized early access to counsel and client communication, these perceptual outcomes improved: “A major theme across all the sites,” the evaluator concluded, “was that changes in public defender practices had increased client satisfaction, decreased client confusion and promoted greater trust in the court system as a whole.”

- **Legal aid providers who advocate at detention hearings can dramatically increase pretrial liberty for their clients.** Prompt representation at all stages of a case is one of the mandates in the *UN Principles and Guidelines*. When legal aid providers begin representation early by advocating for pretrial release at the first available opportunity, they can make a difference in fairness for their clients and enhance overall efficiency in the justice system. In one study, clients represented by lawyers at bail hearings in a large, urban jurisdiction in the United States won unconditional pretrial release for their clients at a rate 250% greater than unrepresented defendants. The study’s authors concluded that “delaying representation until after the pretrial release determination was the single most important reason for lengthy pretrial incarceration of people charged with nonviolent crimes.”

By promoting pretrial release, legal aid providers protect the human right to liberty and the presumption of innocence: If someone is not guilty under the law, they should not be in custody. And pretrial release means more than short-term liberty. For clients, it improves the long-term odds of receiving a less-restrictive sentence; for governments, it reduces jail populations and saves taxpayer dollars.
• Legal aid providers who prepare thoroughly and investigate cases carefully can reduce conviction rates and sentences. A 2013 study shows that legal aid providers who invest in preparation and investigation achieve significantly better results at the trial and sentencing phases than their colleagues who do not prepare or investigate adequately. After demonstrating that public defenders in the large, urban United States jurisdiction of Philadelphia are much more likely to conduct pretrial fact investigation than their appointed peers, the study concludes: “Compared to appointed counsel, public defenders in Philadelphia reduce their clients’ murder conviction rate by 19%. They reduce the probability that their clients receive a life sentence by 62%. Public defenders reduce overall expected time served in prison by 24%.” A study in a relatively small, rural jurisdiction in Texas, in the United States, arrived at similar results, with public defender clients achieving much higher case dismissal rates than assigned counsel clients. The authors concluded that “[t]hese impressive results are largely attributable to the… staff investigators who gather evidence needed to strengthen the defense.”

Quality Legal Aid = Process + Outcomes

By doing the right things – conducting fact investigations, being present to fight for clients’ liberty at critical detention hearings, and more – legal aid providers who provide quality legal aid services can increase the odds of favorable outcomes for their clients. In other words: Quality in legal aid varies with the extent to which legal aid providers perform the right legal aid services – like advocating for pretrial release and conducting fact investigation – and the extent to which legal aid providers secure the intended outcomes. That understanding is reflected in our international norms around quality legal aid, beginning with the UN Principles and Guidelines:

27. States should ensure that effective legal aid is provided promptly at all stages of the criminal justice process.
28. Effective legal aid includes, but is not limited to, unhindered access to legal aid providers for detained persons, confidentiality of communications, access to case files and adequate time and facilities to prepare their defence....
37. States should put in place mechanisms to ensure that all legal aid providers possess education, training, skills and experience that are commensurate with the nature of their work....

These principles distill down a set of expectations articulated in a series of international, regional, and national instruments that together guarantee every accused person, at a minimum, the right to a legal aid provider who:

• Has appropriate training and experience;
• Has expertise in substantive and procedural law;
• Prepares meaningfully;
• Communicates in confidence with the accused; and
• Advocates diligently and with conviction for the rights of the accused at every stage of the proceedings.

These norms require that legal aid providers be the right people – trained, experienced – who perform the right legal aid services at the right times to defend the accused. The Part II of this report spells out...
The International Legal Foundation (ILF) the international consensus around those activities that define quality representation.

But process is only one component of quality. The other component is the quality of outcomes. Here, too, the UN Principles and Guidelines resolution provides a good starting place, articulating many of the outcomes that quality legal aid should aim to produce. In addition to promoting “the right to a fair trial” and “ensur[ing] fundamental fairness and public trust in the criminal justice process,” quality criminal legal aid may:

“[R]educe the length of time suspects are held in police stations and detention centres, in addition to reducing the prison population, wrongful convictions, prison overcrowding and congestion in the courts, and reducing reoffending and revictimization. It may also protect and safeguard the rights of victims and witnesses in the criminal justice process. Legal aid can be utilized to contribute to the prevention of crime by increasing awareness of the law.”

When legal aid is properly provided, it can generate outcomes that matter both for the accused and for the entire justice system. It vindicates the human rights to a fair trial, life, and liberty; promotes fundamental fairness for individual defendants; and reinforces public perceptions of fairness and enhances trust in the justice system.

Quality Assurance

Quality assurance is the process of ensuring that legal aid services meet quality expectations. Like the quality mandate itself, “the importance of quality assurance” is stressed by international instruments. Guideline 16 of the UN Principles and Guidelines calls upon governments to “set quality standards” for legal aid; “to establish monitoring and evaluation mechanisms to ensure the quality of legal aid services, in particular those provided at no cost”; and “[t]o work with all legal aid service providers to increase outreach, quality and impact...”

In Part II, this report will turn to the development of standards – detailed articulations of the legal aid services that together define quality in legal aid representation. Looking ahead, Part III will complete the discussion by laying out strategies and methods for measuring quality and evaluating legal aid services to promote quality representation.

“I used to see lawyers take guilty pleas without talking to their clients. That’s not the way we practice now. We go out in the field and talk to witnesses, take pictures, visit crime scenes. Our clients get better results, and they trust us more. They believe in us, and they believe in the fairness of the system. Our performance standards are the means that get us to good results for our clients and for the whole justice system.”

Ghadanfar Kamanji
Legal Director, International Legal Foundation – West Bank
Quality for Legal Aid Providers and Quality for Legal Aid Systems

Here, we use “legal aid providers” to mean the professionals – lawyers, paralegals, and others – who deliver criminal legal aid services on the front lines.

These legal aid providers do not work in a vacuum. Instead, individual legal aid providers are usually part of a larger legal aid system – a network of legal aid service providers that should be regulated and funded by government and that is intended to support the provision of criminal legal aid to all indigent accused people in the jurisdiction. It is important for each legal aid provider to aspire to quality, but difficult for individual legal aid providers to provide quality representation in the absence of a quality system of legal aid provision.

Consider just a few examples:

- A paralegal may adhere to best-practices standards by setting aside time every morning for prompt consultations with new detainees – but his employer may frustrate his effort by failing to obtain lists of arrested people for the paralegal to interview.

- A lawyer may seek to do the right thing by identifying an expert to perform a psychological examination of an impaired client – but the government may refuse to provide expert funding.

- An entire law office, led by a principled and capable director, may advocate with dedication for accused people – but the director may be removed by a municipality that refuses to grant the public defender’s office the political independence that is the prerequisite for high-quality practice.

For reasons of space and focus, this report is limited to discussing the importance of defining and measuring quality in legal aid service provision. In a future report, we hope to take up the important, linked question of assuring quality in legal aid delivery systems.26

For further reading on the building blocks of a quality legal aid system, please see:

- American Bar Association, Ten Principles of a Public Defense Delivery System (2002) – A summary listing of the baseline criteria for quality in a criminal legal aid system, including political independence; engagement of both public defenders and the private bar; prompt appointment of counsel; provisions for confidential client communications; workload controls; attorney competency; continuous representation; resource parity with the prosecution; ongoing training; and supervision and quality control.


- United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, Model Law on Legal Aid in Criminal Justice Systems (2016) – Model legislation that encodes a number of the baseline quality expectations for a high-functioning criminal legal aid system, including independence; equality with private counsel; and early access to counsel.
What is Quality?

- **International norms that shape legal practice** can be refined into performance standards – written guidelines that define with specificity the legal aid services that legal aid providers must or should perform in order to fulfill their duties to their clients.

- **Legal aid providers can use performance standards** to help measure the quality of criminal legal aid services and promote continuous improvement.

- **The global community of criminal legal aid providers** should work together to define a consensus set of model performance standards that can be adapted by jurisdictions around the world. Performance standards can serve as the basis for the measurement and evaluation that is essential to quality assurance.
Quality Starts with Clarity

Because one part of the definition of quality in legal aid representation is providing the right legal aid services in the right way, we need to be clear about the legal aid services that are constitutive of quality legal aid representation. Quality only matters if it means something specific and real. Otherwise, it cannot be planned for, measured, or rewarded.

Fortunately, the international community has already come a long way towards developing a consensus understanding of the norms that mandate justice and fairness for accused people in criminal proceedings. We can express those norms as performance standards that spell out the duties of legal aid providers who seek to provide quality legal representation.

The Rights that Shape Legal Aid

International norms guarantee a range of rights to every accused person, and legal aid is the mechanism by which those rights are enforced and realized for those who cannot afford counsel. As the UN Principles and Guidelines explain, legal aid is “a foundation for the enjoyment of other rights, including the right to a fair trial... a precondition to exercising such rights and an important safeguard that ensures fundamental fairness and public trust in the criminal justice process.” If protecting the rights of accused people is one of the baseline roles of legal aid providers, then it is possible to delineate many critical obligations of providers by reference to those rights.

To understand the relationship between legal aid providers’ obligations – the legal aid services that they must perform, in order to render quality representation – and fair trial rights, consider a partial list of the norms relating to fairness in the criminal justice system. These norms have been broadly, and in many instances universally, embraced by the international community:

- The right to freedom from unnecessary and arbitrary pretrial detention.
- The right against self-incrimination.
- The right to a speedy trial.
- The right to investigate independently the prosecution’s charges.
- The right to prepare fully and to present a complete defense.
- The right to compulsory process of defense witnesses.
- The right to confront and cross-examine prosecution witnesses and evidence.
- The right to appeal.

Given the complexity of contemporary justice systems, it is impossible to imagine enforcement of these universally-accepted norms without the assistance of a legal aid provider. The job of prosecutors is to convict the accused; they cannot also be expected to defend the rights of the accused. “Fair trial, in terms of both process and outcome, without access to effective criminal defence, would require law enforcement agents and prosecutors to be completely neutral, and even-handed, and would require judicial authorities to take a proactive approach, taking nothing at face value. Experience and research evidence tells us that this is not possible...”

Further, by herself, a lay-person seized off the street and summarily detained will not ordinarily be able to explore and exploit, from her jail cell, the weaknesses in the prosecution’s case; the substantive and procedural rules regulating pretrial release; or the available alternatives to pretrial detention. There will be no remedy for the violation of her right against arbitrary detention – a right rooted in the equally universal right to the presumption of innocence.
By contrast, a criminal legal aid provider will, among other things, meet quickly with the client in confidence, and explain her rights – including her right against self-incrimination. The legal aid provider will file a pleading requesting release, and immediately begin fact investigation to prepare for an eventual trial. The quality legal aid provider will, in other words, begin a set of legal aid services dedicated to protecting the accused’s core rights.

From Client Rights to Legal Aid Performance Standards

As the example above suggests, articulating the rights of the individual does not, by itself, express the quality of criminal legal aid representation.

International norms guarantee every accused person the right against arbitrary detention and the right to the presumption of innocence. In most if not all jurisdictions, those rights can be protected at a hearing where an accused may win pretrial release. To know whether a legal aid provider has provided high-quality legal representation – either from the perspective of process or outcomes – we have to understand the legal aid provider’s specific obligations in demanding the hearing, preparing for it, and advocating before the court. Otherwise, we may be able to evaluate the fairness of the overall justice system, but we cannot evaluate the quality of the services rendered by one actor within that broader system – the legal aid provider. Articulating the importance of the right to the presumption of innocence says nothing about the quality of a legal aid provider’s work in holding the prosecution to its burden, just as articulating a right to be healthy tells us nothing about whether a doctor has done a good job in excising a tumor. If the patient is healthy, we may intuit, at some level, that the underlying right has been vindicated; but, without more information, we know nothing about why, how, and how well the right has been vindicated. And those answers matter to the extent that we are not satisfied with the status quo.

The solution is performance standards – detailed, written guidelines that enumerate with specificity the activities that legal aid providers must or should perform in order to fulfill their duties to their clients. The UN Principles and Guidelines provide that “[s]tates should take measures... to set quality standards for legal aid services,” and many jurisdictions have adopted standards as a means of clarifying – and thus, ultimately, measuring and evaluating – the specific obligations of defense counsel in vindicating clients’ rights.

When standards are well-crafted, they mandate activities that in turn produce outputs that are both measurable and predictable. Well-crafted standards should be both ambitious and realistic. Because they are specific and prescriptive, they are ideally suited to serve as the basis for legal aid provider training, ongoing consultation, and guidance. As the name indicates, standards are intended to standardize the process of providing legal aid services – they are, in that sense, as one State’s justice department has written, “the key to uniform quality... [U]niform application of standards at the state or national level is an important means of limiting arbitrary disparities in the quality of representation based solely on the location in which a prosecution is brought.”

Finally, standards should be authoritative – that is, while they should be adapted to the laws and procedures in each jurisdiction where they are used, performance standards should be rooted in international consensus. A comparison of legal aid performance standards that have been developed around the world reveals striking similarities.

Figure 2 illustrates how different performance standards converge around one key defense obligation – advocating for pretrial release of the client.
FIGURE 1
Performance Standards v. Codes of Conduct

Some jurisdictions have adopted codes of conduct in place of, or in addition to, performance standards. It is important to distinguish between the two. A Code of Conduct may be an element of a comprehensive set of performance standards, but it is not a replacement for those standards.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance Standards</th>
<th>Codes of Conduct</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intended Audience</strong></td>
<td>Focused directly on, and limited to, providers of legal aid.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level of Detail</strong></td>
<td>Usually give detailed descriptions of mandated activities, promoting uniformity of practice across jurisdictions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jurisdictional Specificity</strong></td>
<td>Because they are so detailed and prescriptive, standards must be adapted to the laws, procedures, and customs of each jurisdiction where they are used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Amenability to Evaluation</strong></td>
<td>Because they mandate specific, measurable activities, standards support a range of evaluation processes, including quantitatively-based process evaluations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Developing Consensus International Performance Standards

The similarities among the relatively few existing sets of standards, and the existence of broadly-accepted norms that define fairness in criminal justice, point towards the possibility of promoting quality legal representation by generating model performance standards that are relevant to practitioners in jurisdictions around the world.

While a comprehensive body of standards would be too voluminous for this printed report, a complete and detailed set of illustrative criminal legal aid standards – synthesized from the most authoritative performance standard sources available – is available as a supplement at the International Legal Foundation’s website: theilf.org.

For this report, we have summarized those detailed, illustrative standards in 10 proposed practice principles that enumerate the core obligations of criminal legal aid providers— that is, the building blocks of quality criminal legal aid processes. Figure 3 lists these principles, showing how they grow out of a set of universally-embraced rights embedded in international norms.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Comparison of Performance Standards Across Jurisdictions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Source</strong></td>
<td><strong>Standard</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Aid Reformers’ Network, <em>Model Practice Standards for Criminal Defense</em> (Model practice standards based on national standards in Ukraine, Moldova, and Georgia)</td>
<td>2.2.1. The lawyer should be prepared to present to the appropriate judicial officer a statement of the factual circumstances and the legal criteria supporting release and, where appropriate, to make a proposal concerning conditions of release…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Legal Aid and Defenders Association, <em>Performance Guidelines for Criminal Defense Representation</em> (United States model practice standards)</td>
<td>Guideline 2.1, General Obligations of Counsel Regarding Pretrial Release The attorney has an obligation to attempt to secure the pretrial release of the client under the conditions most favorable and acceptable to the client… Guideline 2.3, Pretrial Release Proceedings (a) Counsel should be prepared to present to the appropriate judicial officer a statement of the factual circumstances and the legal criteria supporting release and, where appropriate, to make a proposal concerning conditions of release.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Legal Foundation, <em>Minimum Performance Standards for Representation During Initial Criminal Proceedings</em> (used in ILF offices in Nepal, Tunisia, Afghanistan, and the West Bank)</td>
<td>P.2: Counsel has an obligation to vigorously attempt to secure the pretrial release of the client under conditions most desirable to the client. Counsel’s argument to the court during the bail/detention hearing should include the client’s ties to the community and other factors that support a conclusion that the client, if released, will return for future court appearances.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### FIGURE 3
Criminal Legal Aid Practice Principles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Selected Legal Norms</th>
<th>Practice Principles</th>
<th>Discussion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• The right to communicate freely and confidentially with counsel at all stages of the proceedings.</td>
<td><strong>1. Provide Early Representation</strong> - A legal aid provider should endeavor to meet with the client at or near the time of arrest or initial detention, and before any interrogation, and to interview clients within 24 hours of appointment or assignment to their case.</td>
<td>When legal aid providers begin representation as soon as possible after arrest and promptly conduct meaningful and confidential client interviews, they learn more about their clients’ goals, lives, and social histories, which better positions them to:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The right against self-incrimination.</td>
<td>• Advocate against ongoing detention at the earliest possible opportunity, using clients’ social histories and verified community ties, as well as information about the facts of the case, to secure favorable conditions of release;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The right to freedom from unnecessary or arbitrary pretrial detention.</td>
<td>• Advise clients of their rights, protecting clients against abuses in any ongoing police investigation, including interrogation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The right to a legal aid provider who advocates for the client’s expressed interests.</td>
<td></td>
<td>This logic has led all existing performance standards to mandate both prompt client interviews and advocacy for pretrial release. When attorneys begin representing their clients immediately and conduct the meaningful interviews that should precede detention hearings, clients are more likely to win the desired outcome of pretrial release. And clients who are released prior to trial are more likely to be able to assist in their own defense, to resist inappropriate pressure to plead guilty merely to obtain release, and ultimately to obtain better sentences.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, within the constraints of laws and ethics, criminal legal aid providers should serve their clients through client-directed advocacy—advocacy that helps clients achieve goals that they determine after consultation with counsel. Otherwise, providers are not their clients’ agents. Existing performance standards therefore agree that criminal legal aid providers are obligated to counsel their clients thoroughly throughout the case, ensuring that clients understand their rights and their options, and to advocate for the interests and goals that clients determine for themselves.

Independent fact investigation is the prerequisite for adversarial defense advocacy on the question of guilt and innocence at trial. Without independent investigation to challenge the prosecution’s case and develop a robust defense theory, providers are entirely dependent on the version of the facts collected by law enforcement or the courts. The experience of providers in developed and developing countries that have embraced independent fact investigation, as well as the findings of researchers examining the impact of investigation, show that investigation can make a meaningful different in the outcomes of cases. The consensus of existing legal aid performance standards mandates independent defense investigation.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Selected Legal Norms</th>
<th>Practice Principles</th>
<th>Discussion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The right to prepare fully and to present a complete defense.</td>
<td>5. <strong>Engage in Diligent Preparation</strong> - A legal aid provider should develop coherent, creative, and comprehensive case plans and strategies, and prepare carefully and thoroughly for every court hearing.</td>
<td>The norm requiring governments to grant accused people the time and resources to present a complete defense is meaningless unless criminal legal aid providers actually use that time and those resources to prepare thoroughly. Providers who develop comprehensive strategies, and who use court hearings and filings tactically to advance those strategies, position themselves optimally to advocate for fairness and achieve strong results for their clients. This proposition is broadly accepted among legal aid providers and encoded in all existing performance standards, as is the proposition that providers should take advantage of expert assistance – including mental health professionals – whenever appropriate to advance clients’ interests and protect clients’ rights.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The right to a full and fair determination of rights by a neutral tribunal.</td>
<td>6. <strong>Engage Expert Assistance</strong> - A legal aid provider should consider engaging expert consultants and witnesses wherever appropriate.</td>
<td>Similarly, existing performance standards mandate that legal aid providers take all appropriate steps to defend clients’ rights through motions practice, pleadings, and argument. The obligation of providers to engage in legal issue litigation is the prerequisite for vindication of rights like the universally-embraced protections against ex-post-facto punishment and double jeopardy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The right to confront and cross-examine prosecution witnesses and evidence.</td>
<td>7. <strong>Engage in Pretrial Litigation</strong> - A provider should timely file and argue all pretrial pleadings that may be advantageous for the client, applying the substantive and procedural law with skill and expertise.</td>
<td>The production of defense witnesses and the cross-examination of state witnesses is the core of defense counsel’s trial function in an adversarial system, and an essential component of promoting fairness, protecting innocence, and holding the state to its burden of proving guilt. Every existing performance standard calls on legal aid providers to present opening and closing arguments, to present a defense, and to challenge the state’s case.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The right to compulsory process of defense witnesses.</td>
<td>8. <strong>Defend the Client at Trial</strong> - A legal aid provider should present clear, focused, forceful arguments that deploy both law and facts effectively in support of a compelling trial theory, and conduct skilled witness examinations.</td>
<td>Criminal legal aid providers who advocate for the least restrictive alternative at sentencing protect their clients’ rights to liberty, ensure that clients are not deprived of their liberty without due process of law, and stand between their clients and any illegally cruel punishment. Perhaps because it is so closely tied to the right to liberty, sentencing advocacy is mandated by all legal aid performance standards. The right to appeal is similarly universally acknowledged by international instruments, and performance standards are unanimous in encoding that right. When the record is skillfully preserved and complete appeals are timely filed, providers can fulfill their core function of vindicating clients’ rights, ensuring fairness, and working towards client liberty even when lower courts have erred.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The right to personal liberty.</td>
<td>9. <strong>Engage in Sentence Mitigation</strong> - A legal aid provider should argue for the least restrictive result at sentencing, presenting the court with creative alternatives to imprisonment wherever appropriate.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The right to freedom from cruel, inhuman, and degrading punishment.</td>
<td>10. <strong>File Appeals</strong> - A legal aid provider should preserve a complete record for appeal and timely file appellate briefs that apply the law skillfully to raise every reasonable claim on the client’s behalf.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PART III

How Do We Measure Quality?

- **The criminal legal aid community can use measurement and evaluation to secure resources, reform systems, and continuously improve the quality of services to clients.**

- **Increasingly, criminal legal aid providers, legal aid service providers, and entire legal aid systems are building and using process evaluations, impact evaluations, and cost-benefit evaluations that collect and analyze both quantitative and qualitative data.**

- **The global legal aid community should come together to develop a set of consensus metrics that can be adapted to the practices and needs of jurisdictions around the globe.**
Towards Quality Assurance

After defining quality, the next step is deciding how to measure it. Measurement is critical to evaluation, which is broadly defined here as the systematic determination of the quality and/or value of criminal legal aid services in light of defined criteria. Without evaluation, legal aid providers cannot know whether they are living up to their obligation to provide quality legal aid representation for their clients. Evaluation allows legal aid providers to set benchmarks so that individual lawyers, offices, and entire systems can continuously improve. Finally, evaluation can be an indispensable tool in advocacy for increased resources for criminal legal aid.

Evaluation starts with measurement, and so this part of the report will begin with a discussion of the importance of measurement to the criminal legal aid community. It will then go on to explore how measurement is used in different kinds of evaluations that are relevant to criminal legal aid. Finally, it will consider how providers can select metrics – units of quality measurement – to meet their evaluation needs.

Why Measure?

Until relatively recently, criminal legal aid around the world has existed in what one researcher called an “evidence-free zone.”66 “[T]here exists,” another researcher noted, “surprisingly little of what counts as evidence guiding decision-making in the indigent defense field.”67 Instead, criminal legal aid leaders have tended to make decisions – about legal aid structures and systems, about the allocation of resources, and about practice expectations – through reference to received tradition, or “collective experience and observation.”68 That tendency has not always been harmful, of course: there is a great deal of wisdom and experience in the criminal legal aid community. At the very least, the tendency has been understandable, since the collection and analysis of data requires resources that criminal legal aid service providers often do not have.69

But the struggles of criminal legal aid – at the systems level and at the level of individual practice – can also be traced at least in part to an embrace of collective experience to the exclusion of data, measurement, and empiricism. Consider the impact of the absence of data on some of the most pressing problems confronting criminal legal aid in countries around the world:

- **Funding** – or, more to the point, the absence of adequate funding – is a nearly-universal concern for the legal aid community. But, as one scholar has observed, the lack of adequate resources in many criminal legal aid systems is directly connected to the absence of meaningful measurement and evaluation: “While indigent defense is universally viewed as underfunded, the truth is the field lacks an objective means of quantifying how much money its services do or should cost, or what a reduction in the ability to provide particular services means from the standpoint of quality.”70 A provider who cannot quantify what activities she performs and what difference those activities make for her clients – and, conversely, who cannot quantify the negative effects of cutting back on those activities for each client in the face of increasing caseloads – may have difficulty making a compelling case for the resources that she needs to keep workloads manageable and deliver high-quality services.

- **Structural reform** can mean everything from the establishment of full-time public defender offices, to the imposition of experience or training requirements for private attorneys who wish
to take be appointed in certain types of criminal legal aid cases. Advocates for structural reform almost always frame their arguments in terms of quality and cost-effectiveness, but those arguments are difficult to make in the absence of the ability to measure quality and quantify costs and benefits. One pair of scholars, after completing a seven-year study designed to develop performance measures and an evaluation plan for a large United States jurisdiction, explained that “[i]ndigent defense needs what other large scale systems, such as health care, have: the ability to collect and analyze indicators that measure whether indigent defense is achieving its goals... Every day we lack this type of evaluation leads to more missed opportunities for understanding, improving, and more effectively advocating for indigent defense needs and for system reform.”

• **Quality improvement**, as this report has argued throughout, depends on being able to measure performance; to analyze data to understand where performance can be improved; and to set benchmarks for improvement and track progress towards those benchmarks. One pair of researchers analyzed the lessons that the criminal legal aid field can learn from other professions, like medicine and aviation, which have dramatically improved outcomes for clients by embracing data-driven quality assurance strategies: “[C]reating a data-driven culture of improvement requires that participants embrace data collection, error reporting, and an evidence-based feedback loop for outcome-improving reforms.”

Criminal legal aid providers may fear that an emphasis on measurement necessarily means the valorization of quantitative data at the expense of professional judgement. But quantitative data – things that can be counted, which are commonly found in places like court records and law offices’ case management systems – is just one of the two forms of data that can be the basis for measurement of critical activities, outputs, and outcomes in criminal legal aid. Qualitative data – which “describe the essential qualities or experience of a phenomenon” and whose “sources may include interviews, observations, and documents” – is critically important as a complement to hard numbers. “A focus on the qualitative side,” one legal aid research team has explained, “can help to describe aspects of a program that cannot easily be quantified, such as the manner in which attorneys relate to their clients. Such perspective can also help to contextualize the quantitative results of an evaluation.”

Qualitative data – which “describe the essential qualities or experience of a phenomenon” and whose “sources may include interviews, observations, and documents” – is critically important as a complement to hard numbers. “A focus on the qualitative side,” one legal aid research team has explained, “can help to describe aspects of a program that cannot easily be quantified, such as the manner in which attorneys relate to their clients. Such perspective can also help to contextualize the quantitative results of an evaluation.”
We started in 2003, with performance standards. We took international standards and adapted them to our practice and our laws in Afghanistan. The standards required in-depth interviewing, visiting detention centers, initiating defense investigation, cross-examining witnesses, and so much more.

Our office grew and developed, and along the way our practice reshaped the way that criminal defense happens in Afghanistan. Our own practice evolved too. Now, we have an internal Measurement and Evaluation division. They are responsible for evaluating the work of all of our lawyers. They use our case management system as an evaluation tool, which lets them track dozens of different metrics. How many cases does each lawyer have? Does the complexity of the caseload match the experience of the lawyer? What kinds of outputs is a lawyer producing, and what kinds of outcomes are his clients experiencing? We can track improvement of lawyers over time quantitatively, and we can compare lawyers to each other.

The Measurement and Evaluation team also gets out in the field. They travel to every regional office and review attorney case-files, using a checklist that is based on our standards. They go to court and interview judges, prosecutors, and clients to find out where lawyers are strong and where they need improvement. All of that information goes into evaluating lawyers, and it also goes to our training department, which can implement training to help lawyers develop in the areas where they need support. We can hold lawyers accountable. We can help them grow. And we are always getting better.

Abdul Qayum Ahmadzai
Data and Development Manager, International Legal Foundation – Afghanistan

Evaluating Criminal Legal Aid Programs

In response to the growing recognition that measurement and evaluation are critical to legal aid service quality, systemic improvement to the legal aid system, and securing adequate resources, many in the criminal legal aid community have begun to embrace the importance of measurement, evaluation, and a culture of data-driven quality assurance.

The criminal legal aid community has engaged in three basic forms of evaluation. The methods, data sources, and metrics associated with each evaluation form will vary depending on the nature of the evaluation and the purpose to which the evaluation is put.

- **Process evaluations** measure outputs – the direct products of criminal legal aid services. If,
for example, the legal aid service is “writing motions,” the output will be the written motion itself. Process evaluations ask “whether the program succeeded in providing the intended services to the target population.” A process evaluation of a criminal legal aid service provider explores whether the activities of the individual attorneys fully embodied the service provider’s performance standards. In lay terms: Is the provider doing the right things on behalf of her clients?

One example of a process evaluation is the United Kingdom’s system of using peer review audits to assess the quality of criminal legal aid providers in England, Wales, and Scotland. The evaluation deploys trained experts who review attorney case files in light of a set of predetermined criteria. The data collected is qualitative – the peer reviewers draw upon their experience to characterize the legal aid services provided – rather than quantitative, and the evaluation is almost entirely focused on activities and outputs rather than case outcomes. Typical questions that evaluators consider include How appropriate were the lawyer’s communication and client-handling skills? and How effective was the lawyer in seeking relevant information from the client? The evaluators have a model of what quality advocacy looks like, and they are seeking to determine the extent to which providers are faithful to that model.

- Impact evaluations measure outcomes – the specific changes in the real world that can be influenced by the activities of criminal legal aid providers. If, for example, the activity is arguing for pretrial release, the outcome may be release. Impact evaluations ask “whether the program activities produced the intended outcomes.” In lay terms: Is the provider getting the right results for her clients? Is the work making a difference? Impact evaluations need to look beyond performance standards to the objectives of the representation itself. Objectives must be defined in advance, often in a mission statement, strategic plan, or other document that articulates the results that legal aid programs hope to achieve on behalf of their clients.
Impact evaluations can be difficult in the legal aid context, in part because “outcomes are beyond the direct control of program staff and may be heavily dependent upon external factors such as the court system.”79 An attorney cannot, by herself, determine the results of her activities aimed at pretrial release: the outcome will be determined, in part, by the prosecutor, the client’s record and community ties, and of course the judge. The attorney’s activities will be, at most, a contributing factor. A strong impact evaluation will therefore control for factors beyond the provider’s activities.

Criminal legal aid activities can contribute to many different kinds of real-world outcomes, only some of which – like pretrial release, in the example given above – are empirically provable from data generally collected in justice systems. Providers structuring evaluations may find it useful to distinguish between case outcomes and perceptual outcomes. Case outcomes are the case-level results of provider activities, and are measurable using objective and externally-verifiable data. Examples can include dismissals, convictions, and sentence lengths. Perceptual outcomes are the results of provider activities that are measurable in terms of the changes in perception by clients and others. Examples can include client satisfaction with the representation, client agreement that the case outcome was fair, and community trust in the justice system.

An example of an impact evaluation that looked at both case outcomes and perceptual outcomes is the assessment of the quality of services delivered by a public defender pilot project – the Public Defense Solicitor’s Office – in Scotland at the turn of the millennium.80 The evaluators gathered information on 2,600 cases, comparing outcomes experienced by public defenders versus private legal aid providers. Among the outcomes considered were the rate of guilty pleas; the percentage of clients who were ultimately sentenced to serve time in prison; and the average sentence lengths imposed on imprisoned clients. The reviewers also looked at the clients’ opinions of their lawyers, conducting interviews to determine levels of client trust and satisfaction. Here, as opposed to in a process evaluation, the evaluators were less concerned with how the providers did their work and more concerned with the impact of the work on their clients: The question was not did they render the intended services but did they achieve the intended results.

• Cost-benefit evaluations also look at outcomes, but express those outcomes in terms of monetary costs and benefits. “Cost-benefit analysis translates the program impact into monetary terms and compares these benefits with the costs of operating the program.”81 In lay terms, these evaluations ask: was the result worth it?82

An example of a cost-benefit evaluation is a study, released in 2012, that compared the costs of a full-time public defense office with the costs of assigned private counsel in Wichita County, Texas, in the United States. The study gathered quantitative data to examine outcomes including pretrial release rates, pretrial dismissal rates, percentage of clients sentenced to post-conviction imprisonment, and average sentence length of imprisoned clients. The study then monetized the outcomes, calculating the costs and savings to the county budget of using public defenders versus private counsel given differential outcome rates. For instance: Public defenders were found to generate more case dismissals, which
meant savings to the county from reduced case processing costs, and savings to clients in terms of increased income as a result of spending fewer days in jail pretrial. After accounting for some offsetting costs, the study concluded: “In total the office generates a net benefit of $204 to the county and $160 in personal benefits for each client, yielding a total benefit of $364 per case.”

What Should We Measure?

As the discussion above shows, criminal legal aid evaluations all have some characteristics in common. First: They begin with the articulation of clear benchmarks, whether performance standards or program objectives. Second: They collect and analyze data to determine whether those benchmarks have been achieved. It follows that the metrics selected by criminal legal aid providers will necessarily depend on the uses to which the resulting data will be put.

A very few legal aid systems have invested a great deal of time in developing exhaustive lists of metrics that respond to comprehensive evaluation plans looking at process, impact, and cost-effectiveness. Some of those systems have also deployed computerized case management systems that facilitate the easy entry, aggregation, and analysis of data to support evaluations. But, as a rule, criminal legal aid systems, service providers, and individual providers often lack the wherewithal, at this stage in the field’s evolving commitment to measurement and evaluation, to collect every conceivable data point in pursuit of an answer to every imaginable question about the nature, quality, costs, and benefits of legal aid services.

This report has urged the development of consensus performance standards that can be adapted and deployed by jurisdictions around the world. Those standards could be complemented with a recommended set of performance metrics that can be used – again, with appropriate local adaptations – as the basis of quality assurance programs across the globe.

Those metrics, at least at the outset, need not be comprehensive or support unworkably ambitious evaluation plans. Instead, the community might consider — just as individual providers and services providers who are considering launching programs of
How do we measure quality? We can’t just consider results. Sometimes dedicated lawyers do a terrific job but lose. And sometimes lawyers do nothing at all but get good outcomes because the government’s case was weak, not because of quality lawyering. So we look at both outcomes and outputs.

Ajay Shankar Jha
Country Director, International Legal Foundation – Nepal

measurement may wish to consider — selecting metrics in light of a set of relatively simple criteria. Metrics should be:

1. Instrumental – The selection of metrics should be driven by the evaluation needs;
2. Feasible – The metrics should be relatively easy to collect;
3. Profound – The metric should say something important about the subject of the evaluation; and
4. Intuitive – It should be easy for a layperson to understand the relationship between the metric and the subject of the evaluation.85

To illustrate, consider Figure 4 — a model evaluation plan for a jurisdiction that wishes to evaluate both process and impact, based on the practice principles set out in Part II, above. For each of those principles, the jurisdiction has selected just a few activities that it considers particularly important. It now wishes to measure outputs and outcomes related to each of those activities so that it can determine whether it is rendering the intended services (this is the process part of the evaluation) and achieving the intended outcomes (this is the impact part of the evaluation), which it has defined as maximizing both client liberty and client satisfaction. Here, too, it has not sought to be comprehensive, but instead to select a small number of output and outcome metrics that are relatively easy to collect and which it considers both profound and intuitive.

This evaluation plan depicts the relationship between activities, outputs, perceptual outcomes, and case outcomes. It makes explicit — and thus opens up for interrogation and refinement — the assumptions that underlie the evaluation’s hypothesis about why the planned activities should generate the projected outcomes. It puts the jurisdiction in position to explore the quality of its work in terms of fidelity to the performance standards that the jurisdiction has embraced as representing best practices derived from international norms. Over the run of many cases, it allows the jurisdiction to test whether and how best practices actually make a difference in the lives of clients. And it allows the jurisdiction to set performance benchmarks against which it can plan and measure quality improvement into the future.
**PRACTICE PRINCIPLES**

Criminal legal aid lawyers should be guided by the following principles, which can be broken down into individual activities and encoded in standards...

**KEY ACTIVITIES**

The practice principles, embodied in performance standards mandate that criminal legal aid lawyers conduct the following activities, organized by stage of the case...

---

1. **Provide Early Representation** - A legal aid provider should endeavor to meet with the client at or near the time of arrest or initial detention, and before any interrogation; and should interview clients within 24 hours of appointment or assignment to their case.

   - Perform an initial client interview within 24 hours of appointment
   - Perform a comprehensive client interview within 72 hours of appointment
   - Request a hearing to advocate for the client’s pretrial release, if a hearing is not automatically granted as a right
   - Communicate with clients to prepare them in advance of every court hearing
   - Report every prosecution plea offer to the client and discuss it thoroughly

2. **Provide Client-Centered Advocacy** - A legal aid provider should counsel the client thoroughly and empower the client to make all of the important decisions in the case.

3. **Advocate for Pretrial Liberty** - A legal aid provider should advocate for the client’s release from pretrial custody at the earliest possible opportunity and throughout the case, as appropriate.

   - Direct a complete fact investigation in every case
   - Attempt to interview every known witness
   - Visit the alleged crime scene and the scene of arrest

4. **Engage in Independent Fact Investigation** - A legal aid provider should conduct an independent fact investigation, including visiting the scene of the alleged offense and interviewing all potential witnesses in the case. 
### KEY OUTPUT MEASURES
If lawyers conduct these activities, they will produce the following evidence of service delivery, which can be used in a process evaluation of their work...

- % of cases in which the lawyer conducts an initial interview within 24 hours of appointment
- % of cases in which the lawyer conducts a comprehensive interview within 72 hours of appointment
- % of cases in which the client is detained pretrial and the lawyer files or orally makes a motion for pretrial release
- # of client communications (in-person meetings, phone calls, and written communications)/case

### KEY PERCEPTUAL OUTCOMES
If completed, the activities will lead to the following short-term changes in perceptions about advocacy, the justice system, and clients’ own sense of self-actualization, if all other things are held equal...

- Increase in % of clients who report satisfaction with the amount of time that their attorney spends with them
- Increase in % of clients who report satisfaction with their attorney’s advice
- Increase in % of clients who report that they trust their attorney
- Increase in % of clients who agree that they were empowered to make the important decisions in their case

### KEY CASE OUTCOMES
If completed, the activities will lead to the following short-term results in clients’ cases, if all other things are held equal...

- Increase in % of clients who are free while awaiting trial
- Increase in % of clients who are given a bail amount that they can afford
- Increase in % of clients who complete terms of probation satisfactorily
- Increase in % of clients who are satisfied that their attorney is fighting for them
- Increase in % of cases that result in pre-trial dismissal
- Increase in % of cases that result in acquittal or a lesser-included verdict at trial
- Increase in % of clients who receive a trial-stage outcome that is more favorable than guilty as charged
FIGURE 4
A Plan Illustrating a Process and Impact Evaluation, cont’d

PRACTICE PRINCIPLES
Criminal legal aid lawyers should be guided by the following principles, which can be broken down into individual activities and encoded in standards...

KEY ACTIVITIES
The practice principles, embodied in performance standards mandate that criminal legal aid lawyers conduct the following activities, organized by stage of the case...

5. Engage in Diligent Preparation - A legal aid provider should develop coherent, creative, and comprehensive case plans and strategies, and prepare carefully and thoroughly for every court hearing.


7. Engage in Pretrial Litigation - A provider should timely file and argue all pretrial pleadings that may be advantageous for the client, applying the substantive and procedural law with skill and expertise.

8. Defend the Client at Trial - A legal aid provider should present clear, focused, forceful arguments that deploy both law and facts effectively in support of a compelling trial theory, and should conduct skilled witness examinations.

9. Engage in Sentence Mitigation - A legal aid provider should argue for the least restrictive result at sentencing, presenting the court with creative alternatives to imprisonment wherever appropriate.

10. File Appeals - A legal aid provider should preserve a complete record for appeal and timely file appellate briefs that apply the law skillfully to raise every reasonable claim on the client’s behalf.

• Prepare written trial materials for every case
• Develop and document compelling theory for every trial case
• Consult with experts and other professionals whenever appropriate
• File a written suppression motion wherever there is a colorable claim for relief
• File a written motion to dismiss wherever there is a colorable claim for relief
• Present cross-examinations that elicit facts supportive of the defense theory
• Develop and present creative sentencing proposals
• Introduce a defense case at sentencing wherever appropriate
• Timely object and make a complete record wherever appropriate
• Timely file an appeal from every conviction
### KEY OUTPUT MEASURES

If lawyers conduct these activities, they will produce the following evidence of service delivery, which can be used in a process evaluation of their work...

- % of cases in which the attorney prepares written trial materials including an opening statement, closing argument, and written witness examinations
- % of cases in which a defense expert is retained
- # of written motions filed per case, by motion type

### KEY PERCEPTUAL OUTCOMES

If completed, the activities will lead to the following short-term changes in perceptions about advocacy, the justice system, and clients’ own sense of self-actualization, if all other things are held equal...

- Increase in % of clients who report satisfaction with their attorney’s preparation
- Increase in % of clients who report satisfaction with their attorney’s courtroom performance
- Increase in % of clients who report satisfaction with the outcome of their case
- Increase in % of clients who agree that their attorney is an expert in the law

### KEY CASE OUTCOMES

If completed, the activities will lead to the following short-term results in clients’ cases, if all other things are held equal...

- Increase in % of cases in which evidence is suppressed or excluded
- Increase in % of cases that result in pre-trial dismissal
- Increase in % of cases that result in acquittal or a lesser-included verdict at trial
- Increase in % of clients who receive a trial-stage outcome that is more favorable than guilty as charged

| # of written sentencing plans prepared | Increase in % of clients who express satisfaction with the outcome of their case | Increase in % convicted clients whose sentence does not include incarceration |
| % of cases in which the defense calls one or more witnesses at sentencing | Increase in % of cases in which an appeal is filed | Reduction in average duration of sentence imposed on clients, as a fraction of the available maximum |
| % of appellate claims that are deemed to be defaulted by court of appeals for failure to preserve the issue | Increase in % of clients who express satisfaction with the outcome of their case | Increase in % of convictions that are reversed on appeal |
| % of cases in which an appeal is filed | Increase in % of clients who are satisfied that their attorney is fighting for them | Increase in % of sentences that are reduced or vacated on appeal |
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5. An International Legal Foundation survey found that 153 out of 195 States surveyed grant the right to free legal aid to accused people in at least some cases. Survey on file with author.


7. Researchers and the legal aid community have a great deal of work to do to measure quality and connect strong service provision to strong outcomes. Unfortunately, virtually all of the published research linking attorney activities to case outcomes appears to come from the United States and the United Kingdom. The need to spur research on quality defense processes and outcomes around the world is part of the reason for this report.
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